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Rail Remote Condition
Monitoring Software
Diagnostics platform enabling predictive and reactive
maintenance to create a safer and more efficient rail network
Email info@railcomm.com or phone +1 585-377-3360

Rail asset monitoring
Fault prediction
Automated data analysis
Condition and event logging
Cloud based

CENTRIX by Tracsis
• Centrix is a hosted enterprise software platform
• Provides a centralized environment for storing,
accessing & processing remote condition monitoring
and event logging data
• User editable, drag & drop GUI
• Advanced graphical replay analysis and fault
detection from RailComm loggers
• User editable alarm generation driven by advanced
machine learning and AI
• Regular software updates mean new asset types,
replay functions, alarm processes and operations
workflow are being continually added to the system
• Realize financial savings by predicting faults, more
accurate resource deployment, catching issues early
and avoiding delays

CENTRIX by Tracsis
Market leading diagnostics platform used by over 50% of the UK rail industry and emerging leader in the North American rail market
Digital Data Inputs

Centrix was originally developed to
report and replay digital data from event
loggers at Grade Crossings and Relay
inter-lockings. This function is still heavily
utilized by Engineers to investigate
incidents prior to visiting site and to
provide event records for auditing and
arbitration purposes.

Analogue Data Inputs

Monitoring analogue data such as
current feeds from switch machine
motors, temperature sensor data or
voltage readings can provide insight
into changes in asset behavior and
performance enabling predictive and
preventative maintenance. Centrix
provides a full suite of graphical
playback options for these data sets.

Serial Data Inputs

Data Outputs

As the rail industry evolves and
becomes a digital environment it is
critical that systems and assets can
still be monitored remotely. Centrix
is able to take serial data feeds in a
multitude of formats and generate alerts
and diagnostic reports so engineers
can keep the digital railway running
smoothly.

As well as being a powerful tool in its
own rights Centrix can be used as a
data standardisation and dissemination
platform which links seamlessly with
other data platforms. RailComm is
always looking at opportunities to
collaborate with partners to support the
rail industry in a data-driven future.

How We Work

Software

Data Processing and Analytics

Interventions

RailComm employs an Agile approach to software
development to ensure that our Centrix data
analytics platform is constantly evolving to meet
the real-world requirements of rail professionals.
In-built algorithms monitor data feeds in real-time
and identify changes in behavior and performance
of assets to provide intelligent alarms to engineers.
Graphical replay solutions for inter-lockings
and level crossings mean that incidents can be
investigated remotely and replayed to assist in
locating the root cause.

Centrix processes data on your assets in realtime using machine learning algorithms to identify
emerging faults. The system is able to identify
whether a fault is major or minor and raise a level of
alarm accordingly. It is also able to identify unusual
data caused by maintenance activities and tag
this as well as tagging suspicious data feeds for
investigation by our data scientists.

As alarms are triggered users are able to undertake
preventative maintenance before an issue escalates
and causes delays on the network. Identifying
and alerting users to intermittent failures means
that the capabilities of the system add significant
value when compared to undertaking in-person
scheduled maintenance. Reduced delays and fewer
significant maintenance problems ensure that costs
are reduced and resources can be intelligently
deployed to where they are needed most.

Software-based rail
automation solutions
Talk to our team to discuss your project or for a demonstration
of our capabilities

+1 585-377-3360
info@railcomm.com
1387 Fairport Rd Building 900,
Fairport, NY 14450 USA

